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Abstract 14 

For decades, the light-matter interaction (LMI) mechanism based on Born-Oppenheimer 15 

(BO) approximation has dominated the fields of photonics, materials, and condensed-matter 16 

physics. However, in polar crystals, the BO approximation is not applicable when stimulated 17 

phonon polaritons (SPhPs) are excited. Unlike the studies on topological physics and physical 18 

chemistry that beyond BO approximation, here we unravel an SPhP-mediated LMI (SPhP-LMI) 19 

mechanism in polar crystals, which is radically different from the traditional LMI interpreted 20 

by BO approximation. In the regime of SPhP-LMI, two exemplary experiments were 21 

conducted at different wavelengths: Q-factor increase of a lithium niobate (LiNbO3) terahertz 22 

microcavity, and a five orders-of-magnitude enhancement of second-harmonic generation of 23 

infrared laser pulses in an LiNbO3 slab. Our study brings about a new fundamental 24 

understanding of the LMI mechanism and shows great potential in the fields of 25 

optics/photonics and condensed-matter physics. 26 

Introduction 27 

Light-matter interaction (LMI) plays an indispensable role in optical physics1. In the 28 

traditional LMI regime, electrons and ions are treated separately according to the Born-29 

Oppenheimer (BO) approximation2,3. Generally, electrons are considered to take the 30 

dominating role in the LMI processes, since ions are too heavy to respond to the fast 31 

electromagnetic oscillations of visible or near-infrared light. Therefore, the ionic contribution 32 

is typically ignored in most LMI processes, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. However, the ionic 33 

contribution plays an important role when a low-frequency electromagnetic wave, such as a 34 

microwave or a terahertz (THz) wave is involved4-7.  35 

In polar crystals, the LMI process is inevitably affected by the stimulated phonon polaritons 36 

(SPhPs), especially when excited by the THz waves that are resonant to optical phonons as 37 

illustrated in Figs. 1b and 1c. In this case, the SPhPs dominate the LMI process, where the 38 

electronic states are modulated by the SPhP-excited ions, and therefore the visible/infrared 39 

light performs a different excitation. Therefore, the SPhPs render a distinctive mechanism of 40 

LMI which is fundamentally different from that of the traditional LMI which is mediated only 41 



by electrons, or by pure ions when the oscillation of the pump wave is far lower than that of 42 

the optical phonons without strong coupling7. Although the breakdown of BO approximation 43 

has been extensively explored in topological Berry phase, quantum chemistry, and molecular 44 

physics8-10, most work on LMI in polar crystals is still based on BO approximation1-3. 45 

 46 
Fig. 1 Diagram of SPhP-LMI in LiNbO3 crystal. a Traditional LMI mechanism. Only electrons 47 

can be excited when visible/infrared light inputs the LiNbO3 crystal, and the ions are hardly excited. 48 

b SPhP-LMI mechanism excited only by THz waves. Ions and SPhPs are excited when THz waves 49 

input the LiNbO3 crystal. The ions are modulated by SPhPs and show strong coherent delocalization, 50 

while electronic states are changed accordingly through ion-electron coupling. This indicates a 51 

distinct LMI between THz waves and LiNbO3 crystal, beyond BO approximation. b SPhP-LMI 52 

mechanism excited by visible/infrared light with the assistance of THz waves. Ions are excited by 53 

THz waves and SPhPs are generated. Electronic states are modulated by the SPhP-induced 54 

coherently delocalized ions, so the visible/infrared light performs a different excitation, which 55 

results in a dramatical material modulation and finds a new approach to achieving weak-light 56 

nonlinear photonics. Here BO approximation is not applicable. 57 

PhPs are a type of quasiparticles that are found in polar crystals. They originate from the 58 

coupling between optical phonons and radiated THz waves11-13. Huang equations are sufficient 59 

to provide a good description for spontaneous PhPs (heat-excited), as verified by an example 60 

of measuring a GaP crystal in 196511,12,14. However, when polar crystals are excited by 61 

femtosecond laser pulses or external THz waves, the SPhPs get generated and exhibit very 62 

different properties from that of spontaneous PhPs13,15-19. Specifically, the SPhPs enable THz 63 

waves to achieve a giant nonlinearity or an efficient control over polar materials. Thus, we 64 

proposed nonlinear Huang equations to describe the nonlinearity of the SPhPs15.  65 

Moreover, the SPhPs exhibit remarkable delocalization and coherence including both 66 

temporal coherence and spatial coherence. This makes the BO approximation in applicable. 67 

The SPhP-mediated LMI (SPhP-LMI) gives rise to a new mechanism that enables PhPs to be 68 

directly involved in the LMI and is a much more efficient mechanism than the traditional LMI 69 
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mechanism. Furthermore, this mechanism makes significant changes to the ionic states directly 70 

and creates a significant impact on the electronic states through ion-electron coupling. This 71 

indicates promising prospects in the field of optical physics by covering a large range of 72 

wavelengths. 73 

In this study, we demonstrate the SPhP-LMI mechanism beyond traditional BO 74 

approximation when THz waves are applied. The SPhP-LMI mechanism enables a series of 75 

new phenomena for a large range of wavelengths and is experimentally demonstrated using 76 

LiNbO3 polar crystals through two representative experiments: temporal evolution of THz 77 

waves in a microcavity and second harmonic generation (SHG) of near-infrared laser pulses. 78 

The first experiment indicates that this mechanism can induce a significant loss reduction in 79 

the microcavity and thus increases its Q factor in the THz region. The second experiment 80 

demonstrates that the SPhP-LMI can enhance the SHG approximately 4.8 × 105 times for the 81 

near-infrared laser pulses. Moreover, we also discuss the rationality and general applicability 82 

of the SPhP-LMI in other closely related fields.  83 

Results 84 

SPhP-LMI mechanism in polar crystals  85 

The SPhPs are usually generated when a polar crystal is pumped by external femtosecond 86 

laser pulses or THz waves. From a theoretical perspective, this process can be described by the 87 

nonlinear Huang equations15,20, represented by Eq. (1) 88 

�̈� + 𝛾�̇� + 𝜔'(𝑥 = 𝑏𝐸 − 𝑎𝑥( + (𝑞/𝑚)𝐸34
𝑃 = 𝑏𝑥 + 𝜖'(𝜀8 − 1)𝐸,

 (1) 

where 𝑥	and	𝜔'	represent the motion amplitude and eigenfrequency of the ions, respectively, 89 

while 𝛾	and	𝑎 represent their decay rate and the coefficient of the nonlinear restoring force, 90 

respectively. An external driving field 𝐸34 acts on the ions whose effective mass and electrical 91 

charge are represented by 𝑚 and 𝑞, respectively. 𝐸	and 𝑃 indicate the macroscopic electric 92 

field and the polarization in the crystal, respectively. The coupling between phonons and the 93 

radiated THz waves is characterized by the constant 𝑏 = ω'=𝜖'(𝜀' − 𝜀8), with 𝜀'	and	𝜀8 94 

representing the low- and high-frequency relative permittivity of the material, respectively. 95 

The permittivity of vacuum is 𝜖' = 8.85 × 10CD(	F/m. 96 

Different from the heat-excited spontaneous PhPs21, the specialty of the SPhPs lies in the 97 

attendance of external coherent THz driving and the strong delocalization, which breaks the 98 

traditional LMI mechanism which is based on BO approximation. The traditional material 99 

model assumes that the ions are fixed in the crystal, so that only electrons can be excited by 100 

visible or infrared light, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. However, once THz waves are employed in 101 

the polar material, SPhPs are generated. They transport the ionic states by electromagnetic 102 

fields in the whole material, indicating a strong delocalization of the SPhPs and ionic states, 103 

which has been demonstrated in our previous work15. Furthermore, the external driving field 104 

makes the noncoherent ionic oscillations in spontaneous PhPs become coherent, which is 105 

guaranteed to confirm the external driving THz field and behaves in a regular temporal phase 106 

evolution. Moreover, the spatial coherence of the SPhPs is protected by the temporal coherence 107 

and strong delocalization. Therefore, THz waves can directly excite the ions of polar crystals 108 



via SPhP-LMI, as depicted in Fig. 1b. This results in a significant nonlinear LMI and induces 109 

a new phenomenon at the THz frequencies.  110 

Moreover, the strong delocalization and the coherence of SPhPs change the electronic states 111 

and make it invalid to treat the ions and electrons separately. Here the electronic states are 112 

altered by SPhPs through ion-electron coupling. This in turn may lead to unexpected effects 113 

for high-frequency light, including both visible and infrared light, as illustrated in Fig. 1c. Two 114 

examples were chosen to show the general applicability of the SPhP-LMI mechanism: one is a 115 

Q-factor increase of LiNbO3 microcavity at THz frequency, and the other is an SHG 116 

enhancement of near-infrared light pulses, from which we demonstrate that the SPhP-LMI 117 

mechanism is generally applicable at various wavelengths. 118 

Q-factor increase of a THz microcavity 119 

 120 
Fig. 2 SPhP-LMI in an ideal one-dimensional Fabry–Perot microcavity. a Diagram of the ideal 121 

Fabry–Perot microcavity with cavity length 𝐿 = 200 μm. An absorption medium is placed between 122 

two perfect electrical conductor boundaries. A broadband THz source is placed in the middle of the 123 

microcavity. PEC: perfect electric conductor. b Decay of the electric field in the microcavity with 124 

and without considering the SPhP-LMI mechanism. c The Fourier spectra of b. 125 

To theoretically investigate this LMI mechanism in a THz microcavity, an ideal one-126 

dimensional Fabry–Perot cavity was constructed and calculated by the finite element method 127 

through COMSOL Multiphysics, where the cavity length 𝐿 = 200  μm and the material 128 

absorption of the cavity loss are set by a complex refractive index of 𝑛 = 5.10 + 2.20 × 10C(i, 129 

which is consistent with the LiNbO3 crystal. The two boundaries are perfect electrical 130 

conductor layers with a reflectivity of 100%, as presented in Fig. 2a. A broadband THz source 131 
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was placed in the middle of the cavity which radiates a THz pulse in the range of 0.20-0.60 132 

THz. 133 

When only Maxwell equations are used to solve the electromagnetic waves in the 134 

microcavity, the polarization field is determined by 𝑃 = 𝜖'(1 + 𝜒)𝐸  with 𝜒  indicating the 135 

linear susceptibility. In this case, the electric field decays rapidly, as indicated by the red curves 136 

in Fig. 2b. However, when considering the SPhP-LMI mechanism, the coupled Maxwell 137 

equations and nonlinear Huang equations are solved in the microcavity, where the polarization 138 

field is determined by Eq. (1). Here, only the linear effect is considered, therefore the 139 

coefficient of the nonlinear restoring force 𝑎 is set as zero. In this case, the electric field decays 140 

slowly, as indicated by the blue curve in Fig. 2b. This demonstrates a significant absorptance 141 

modulation through the SPhP-LMI mechanism in the microcavity. By taking a Fourier 142 

transformation, the spectral information of the confined THz waves in both cases is obtained 143 

as depicted in Fig. 2c. Accordingly, when considering the traditional optical microcavity, the 144 

Q factor is approximately 83.71, while this value is increased to 127.4 when the SPhP-LMI 145 

mechanism is involved, indicating a Q-factor increase of approximately 52.2%.  146 

 147 
Fig. 3 Experimental design of the microcavity and measured temporal evolution of the THz 148 

PhPs. a Illustration of the pump laser and layout of the microcavity. Parameters: 𝑎 = 170 µm, 𝑟 =149 

50 µm, 𝑠 = 0.15𝑟. b Temporal evolution of THz PhPs in the microcavity. From left to right, are 150 

snapshots of the electric field of the THz PhPs in the sample from t = 0 ps to 4 ps upon generation. 151 

In the experiment, an L3 photonic crystal microcavity is fabricated in a LiNbO3 crystal 152 

using the femtosecond laser direct writing technique (see Supplementary Note 1) 22,23, where 153 

the lattice constant 𝑎 = 170  µm, unit radius 𝑟 = 50  µm, and shift 𝑠 = 0.15𝑟 . After the 154 

microcavity is prepared, a femtosecond laser pulse is line-focused in the middle of the 155 

microcavity to generate THz PhPs, as illustrated in Fig. 3A. Since the LiNbO3 microcavity slab 156 

is only 50 μm-thick, the generated THz PhPs propagate along the direction of 𝑥-axis17,24. The 157 
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L3 microcavity was laid vertically to ensure that only one mode of the microcavity can be 158 

excited. To acquire the spatio-temporal information regarding the THz PhPs, the pump-probe 159 

technique and phase-contrast imaging were employed (see Supplementary Note 2)17,24-27.  160 

Fig. 3b presents the temporal evolution of the THz PhPs in the microcavity (see 161 

Supplementary Video). One can see that after THz PhPs are generated, they propagate 162 

bidirectionally along the 𝑥 -axis. At approximately 2 ps, they reach the boundaries of the 163 

microcavity, and then the reflected PhPs unavoidably interfere with incident PhPs at 4 ps. At 164 

the same time, some energy leaks from the cavity. During this process, only the PhPs that match 165 

the cavity modes are allowed to be preserved, while others decay very quickly during the 166 

interference. 167 

 168 
Fig. 4 Experimental PhPs and simulated electromagnetic waves in the microcavity. a Energy 169 

bands of the LiNbO3 photonic crystal. The grey region indicates the bandgap spanning from 0.375 170 

to 0.490 THz in the band structure. b The electric field oscillation of a point in the microcavity is 171 

presented by the black dot in the top inset. The top inset indicates the point and pump position, while 172 

the bottom inset indicates the femtosecond laser-generated broadband THz PhPs. c Spectral 173 

information of the microcavity confined PhPs, Fourier transformation of b. The inset presents the 174 

spectral comparison between the broadband and localized PhPs. d Spectral information at the line 175 

shown by the inset, in the microcavity. e Spectral information along a line and at a point in the 176 

microcavity, where the positions of the line and the point are the same as in the experiment. 177 

An energy band diagram for the photonic crystal is calculated and presented in Fig. 4a, in 178 

which a bandgap from 0.375 THz to 0.490 THz can be seen, and is marked by the grey region. 179 

By choosing a specific point, indicated by the black dot in the top inset of Fig. 4b, in the 180 

experimental results, we can obtain the decay of the electric field in the microcavity, as 181 

presented in Fig. 4b. In the bottom inset of Fig. 4b, the initial broadband oscillation is obtained 182 

by selecting the initial oscillation after the first 5 ps from the microcavity confined PhPs. 183 

Accordingly, the resonant mode can be easily identified from the Fourier spectra of the electric 184 

fields in the cavity and the broadband radiations, presented in Fig. 4c. The Q factor in the 185 
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experiment was measured and found to be 68.83. Figure 4d presents the distribution of the 186 

electric field at the line indicated in the inset of Fig. 4d in the frequency domain.  187 

Since we cannot remove the contribution of the SPhP-LMI in experiments, a finite-188 

difference time-domain simulation was performed and employed as a reference case of pure 189 

electromagnetic waves without this mechanism. To ensure consistency, the geometry of the 190 

microcavity in the simulation was made to remain identical to the experiment. LiNbO3 is 191 

regarded as a dielectric by ignoring its thermal influence, and its complex refractive index at 192 

0.4 THz was set as 𝑛3 = 5.10 + 2.20 × 10C(i for the extraordinary light which agrees well 193 

with the value in the experiment (see Supplementary Note 3). 194 

The simulation results are presented in Fig. 4e, where the simulated microcavities have a 195 

resonant frequency of 0.421 THz. However, the Q factor of the simulated pure electromagnetic-196 

wave microcavity is only 46.78, which is lesser than the value 68.83, measured in the 197 

experiment mediated by the SPhP-LMI mechanism. Therefore, at least a 47.1% Q factor 198 

increase is attributed to the loss modulation induced by the SPhP-LMI mechanism. This result 199 

indicates a good agreement with our expectations and presents the calculation of the ideal 1D 200 

Fabry–Perot microcavity. 201 

SHG enhancement of near-infrared light pulses 202 

 203 

Fig. 5 SHG Enhancement of near-infrared laser pulses due to the SPhP-LMI. a Experimental 204 

setup for excitation of the SPhPs and the measurement of SHG signal of infrared laser pulses. CL: 205 

convex lens; LN: lithium niobate slab; BF: blue filter; SP: spectrometer; FP: focus plane; IP: image 206 

plane. b Spectra of the SHG signal obtained by moving the LN slab. c Peak intensity and the total 207 

energy of the SHG signal when the sample is moved. The inset shows the details of the peak value 208 

near the image plane. 209 

After SPhPs are generated in a polar crystal, the ionic nonlinearity was greatly enhanced 210 

with the help of the SPhP-LMI mechanism, and thus the giant nonlinearity of THz waves was 211 



achieved15. Simultaneously, the electronic nonlinearity also gets increased because of the ion-212 

electron coupling. 213 

To verify this point, we examined the influence of the SPhP-LMI on near-infrared laser 214 

pulses. As illustrated in Fig. 5a, the femtosecond laser pulses were focused to generate an SHG 215 

signal in a LiNbO3 crystal. The titled-pulse setting was employed to distinguish the 216 

contributions of laser power and SPhPs15,18. The first-order diffraction light of a 1200 mm-1 217 

grating was focused by a 5 cm convex lens, and the LiNbO3 crystal was moved from the image 218 

plane to the focus plane of the grating (see Supplementary Note 4). During this process, the 219 

SHG signal was recorded by a spectrometer at each position as presented in Fig. 5a. 220 

According to the phase-match condition of the tilt-pulse settings, the SPhPs can only be 221 

excited if the LiNbO3 crystal is placed at the image plane of grating18. Therefore, a strong SHG 222 

signal should be measured when the sample reaches this position. After that, although the 223 

sample moves closer to the focus plane and the power density of the laser pulses increases, the 224 

SHG signal should decrease as illustrated in Fig. 5a. The experimental observations well agree 225 

with this expectation. Fig. 5b presents the SHG spectrum during the movement of the sample, 226 

and one can see two local maximum values, each located in the focus and the image plane of 227 

the grating. According to the theoretical evaluation, the nonlinear susceptibility at the image 228 

plane which is enhanced by SPhP-LMI is approximately 4.8 × 105 times larger than the one at 229 

the focus plane (see Supplementary Note 4). The maximum value at the image plane is 230 

attributed to the SPhP-LMI mechanism, while the one at the focus plane is caused by the intense 231 

pump power, where the LiNbO3 crystal is ablated soon at the focus plane. The peak intensity 232 

and the total average energy of the SHG signal depend on the position of the LiNbO3 sample 233 

as presented in Fig. 5c. 234 

Discussion  235 

In the above experiments, the influences of the SPhP-LMI on the absorption of THz 236 

microcavity and the efficiency of near-infrared laser SHG were studied. Furthermore, the 237 

significance of the SPhP-LMI can extend to other fields where many expected effects can be 238 

found by experimental evidence in the literature results. However, the contribution of SPhP 239 

has not yet been paid enough attention. 240 

THz-induced nonlinearity is one of the most important results and mainly includes two 241 

types of discoveries. The first one is by using THz waves to break the centrosymmetric 242 

properties of the materials and for generating even-order nonlinearities in materials such as 243 

THz-induced SHG27,28. Generally, the centrosymmetric materials cannot support the 244 

generation of even-order nonlinear phenomena. Later, researchers found that THz waves can 245 

be used to induce SHG in centrosymmetric materials because they can excite SPhPs so as to 246 

break the symmetrical property of these materials27,28. The second one is using THz waves to 247 

enhance the nonlinearity by exciting SPhPs. The most direct result of the SPhP-LMI is to 248 

achieve giant THz nonlinearities by tremendously increasing the ionic nonlinearity15,28-30. 249 

Besides, the SPhPs change the electronic nonlinearity by “ion-electron” coupling so that the 250 

nonlinear polarization of high-frequency light such as SHG, Kerr effect, and Pockels effect can 251 

be improved17,31-33. Especially, the Pockels effect which is generally used to detect THz 252 

waves17.  253 



THz-induced spin and magnetism is another well-debated topic34-38. The magnetism of the 254 

materials always depends on the spin of certain ions, such as iron or nickel, whereas the 255 

magnetization and demagnetization of the materials can be modulated by controlling the ionic 256 

spin of such materials. Generally, the magnitude of the macroscopic magnetization field is 257 

determined by both the external magnetic field and the restraint of the lattice. After the SPhPs 258 

get generated, the delocalization property of the PhPs would ease this restraint and significantly 259 

amplify the magnetization. The electric polarization can be improved in polar crystals in a 260 

similar way so that THz waves can be used to induce ferroelectricity since the restraint can be 261 

eased by SPhPs. The pertinent result was demonstrated in 201939. 262 

Moreover, some experiments also demonstrated that THz waves can induce phase 263 

transitions including topological phase transition and Mott phase transition (insulator to metal 264 

transition)39-42. THz waves can also induce the Stark effect and thermal effect, and drive ionic 265 

flow in a superionic conductor42-45. All of these ion-dependent properties can be induced or 266 

modulated through the SPhP-LMI mechanism in polar crystals. 267 

In conclusion, we demonstrated the SPhP-LMI mechanism in polar crystals. This 268 

mechanism dominates the LMI processes when THz waves are involved and the Born-269 

Oppenheimer approximation is broken. With the attendance of the SPhPs, nonlinear LMI can 270 

be easily achieved so as to alter the optical properties of the polar crystals (abundant materials 271 

in nature). The strong delocalization and coherence of SPhPs break the Born-Oppenheimer 272 

approximation so that the ions and electrons in the LMI can no longer be treated separately. 273 

Furthermore, the electronic states are modulated accordingly, indicating a remarkable 274 

nonlinear LMI phenomenon. We use two typical examples in LiNbO3 polar crystals to 275 

experimentally demonstrate this mechanism at various wavelengths: Q-factor enhancement of 276 

a LiNbO3 terahertz microcavity and the giant SHG enhancement of near-infrared laser pulses. 277 

In the THz microcavity, the nonlinear mechanism led to an increase of the Q factor cavity by 278 

more than 50%, illustrating a completely new approach. On the other hand, this mechanism 279 

indeed led to an increase of five orders of magnitude in the SHG signals of near-infrared laser 280 

pulses.  281 

This study proposes a new mechanism from a generally applied LMI mechanism in polar 282 

crystals, which introduced new possibilities that do not rely on the traditional LMI mechanism 283 

within the BO approximation. For instance, this mechanism enables more effective 284 

modulations of the optical properties and domain structures of the polar crystals by directly 285 

controlling ions, this breaks the restrictions of the very limited modulation by merely 286 

controlling electrons. Our findings are not only important for the development of optical and 287 

photonic devices but may also prove relevant for the understanding of other polariton-based 288 

phenomena in condensed-matter physics. 289 
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